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Overview
After the devastating bushfires earlier in the year which impacted so many communities in NSW, the Be Centre team were
trying to come up with ways to help as many children and families who had been impacted as possible.
Initially we put together a fact sheet and video called “Need to Play” which was aimed at helping parents support their
children through this crisis. We distributed both these assets through our networks and beyond and it was well received. But
we wanted to do more!
After contact with Nina Bragg from South Coast Play Therapy we came up with the idea of putting together a specially
designed therapeutic play bag which could be sent out immediately to communities to be distributed to children. In the
longer term the idea of ‘on the ground’ sensory play workshops (Festival of Play) in communities on the South Coast to help
them process and heal from their experiences was born.

Play Bags
We initially secured funding in January 2020 from UnLtd to put together 500 therapeutic play bags. These were specially
designed by the clinical team at Be Centre to help children with anxiety and stress and contained the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need to Play Fact Sheet
Stress ball
Bubbles
Colouring pencils
Play Dough
Small fire engine
Worry doll
Sleepy time calming lavender spray
Therapeutic story/activity book

One of the most effective tolls which made the play bag such a unique and highly effective tool was the inclusion of
Therapeutic Story/activity book “Trinka and Sam: The Big Fire”. It was written by Dr Chandra Michiko Ghosh Ippen a
clinical psychologist at the National Centre for child traumatic stress in the US. The story was developed to help young
children and their families begin to talk about feelings and worries they may have after they have experienced fire. Be
Centre contacted her and she was delighted that we wanted to use her story and gave permission for us to include it in
the play bags.
Be Centre volunteers and staff helped pack the play bags for distribution – 350 were despatched to the South Coast of
NSW and were distributed by agencies across the Eurobodalla Shire Council Area and 150 were shipped to Kangaroo
Island in South Australia.
With funding secured from the St George Foundation we were able to put together a second round of 500 play bags to
take with us to distribute at the Festival of Play Programs planned for October 2020 and January 2021. Some play bags
were also allocated to send to schools in the Snowy region which we are also supporting.
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Festival of Play Workshops
After much consultation with local services including South Coast Play Therapy and Campbell Page (flyer attached) we
developed the Festival of Play program which is a series of Sensory Play and Craft Workshops for children of all ages and
incorporates some parent/carer therapeutic art sessions. The Festival of Play program provides an opportunity to build
community through having fun together alongside the therapeutic benefits of sensory and creative play-based
workshops to help them process and heal.
We initially intended to run the first round of workshops earlier in the year during the Easter and the July school
holidays however these were postponed due to COVID-19 lockdowns and restrictions.
We were finally able to run the program during the October school holidays with some restrictions on numbers in
venues due to social distancing rules. We developed a COVID-19 Safe plan for all sessions as well as registering the
event with the NSW government as a safety precaution.
The first Festival of Play was held over three days (29th& 30th September and 1st October) on the South Coast at Nelligen,
Mogo, and Narooma. The locations were identified by the local agencies as being the most in need of these services.
Four Be Centre staff and one volunteer travelled to the South Coast to help run the program.

Feedback and Outcomes
Due to COVID-19 participant numbers were restricted to 20 for each session.
Total number of attendees as follows:
*Number of children/parents attending sensory workshops (x 6) – 103
(note – some parents participated in the workshops with the children and it was great to see how much benefit they
and the children received from this experience together)
*Number of Adults attending therapeutic art classes – 19 (x 2)
A total of $50,000 funding was received from three grants.
UnLtd- 500 Playbags
St George Foundation - for Sept/Oct Festival of Play, additional 500 Play Bags, one to one Play Therapy for children
needing additional support
Anonymous - Foundation Grant - one to one Play Therapy for children need additional support
The outputs and outcomes achieved with this funding has been significant and exceeded our expectations. We are
excited about what is still to come.
From the professionals:
“In planning for the Festival of Play we were extremely mindful of the impact our presence would have on the South Coast
community. As an outside agency coming from Sydney into a community which has experienced enormous trauma our
priority was to work with community workers to deliver a programme that actually met a need and was respectful, practical,
and free to attend.
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As a play therapy charity, we know the therapeutic powers of play. We know that sensory play in particular is extremely
effective in helping to process stuck feelings and reduce anxiety in both children and adults.
There were many highlights over our 3-day Festival of Play. I think what stays with me most was seeing children (and adults)
coming into the groups looking worried and anxious and leaving looking as though a weight had been lifted from their
shoulders with excited voices and joyful faces. Some children came back to a second session they loved it so much. One very
anxious 8yo boy needed his teddy the first time he came and sat apart, not interacting with the other children. He came again
two days later and was like a different child! He no longer needed his teddy and joined in happily with other children he had
never met before. This little boy’s life had been extremely disrupted by the fires and then COVID-19 and he hadn’t seen his
father interstate for several months. The sensory play sessions gave him an opportunity to be accepted and express himself in
ways that were most meaningful to him so that he could process the stress he had been holding and enjoy himself again.
Sometimes adults can get caught up in thinking that children need to talk about their problems and worries but many children
find this difficult particularly when they have experienced trauma. Helping children express themselves using sensory and
creative therapies is a powerful tool which can build confidence and resilience, helping them move forward .
I saw this process in action in every one of the eight sessions in the Festival of Play.”
Fiona Howell – Be Centre Play Therapist
“I have had the pleasure of being part of an amazing team who recently travelled to the South Coast for a week-long Festival
of Play.
The work that we were able to do in this short visit was beyond expectation and incredibly well received and appreciated. The
families we worked with came from many diverse backgrounds and very differing needs, many with ongoing difficulties in
addition to their recent trauma from the bushfires. We had very positive feedback from the children as well as the carers.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to do much needed work in a community left devastated from bushfire, floods and
COVID-19.”
Nur Heitz – Be Centre Play Therapist
“The Festival of Play was a much-needed initiative delivered to our local community who have dealt with devastating
bushfires, floods and then COVID 19. Working in partnership with our local play therapist allowed us to promote to our
families and community and engage with a variety of parents and their children/carers with differing needs. With the Be
Centre bringing their experienced therapists and team, this allowed us to deliver trauma informed workshops while still
focussing on fun and creative play. As an early intervention family worker, I certainly learnt a lot about sensory play as well as
getting to see my families in a different mode of play. I have received feedback from local services who said their families
enjoyed their Festival of Play session and I know they would encourage more workshops. I even found myself creating some
artwork at one of the adult evening sessions – it was the therapy I didn’t know I needed! Thank you all for coming to our
region.”
Anita McCartney – CCB Project Officer, Campbell Page
“The Festival of Play was an amazing initiative brought to the Eurobodalla and was very well received by the local community.
It was fantastic to see play therapy showcased and the importance of messy play and art when understanding and working
with children with trauma. After the bushfires, there was a lot of children who needed support and so it was a great way to
bring everyone together in a playful and therapeutic way. Thanks, must go to the Be Centre for their amazing work, to Anita
McCartney from Campbell Page and of course St George for sponsoring the event”.
Nina Bragg – South Coast Play Therapy
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From the parents/adults:
“You women are amazing – it has been a fabulous time. Thank You”
“You people are awesome!”
“Two hours was not enough – it was so enjoyable”
“I did not know I could do that” - (attendee at adult art workshop)
From the children:
“Just like my birthday party but better”
“I had the best time ever”
“I want to come here everyday”

This is so much fun”
“I don’t want this to end”
“Mummy, catch my purple fly”
“more, more goop!”
“I could do this all day”
“I am an ARTIST!”
When asked how the shaving foam felt - one child responded
“Satisfying – it frees up my hands” …
her mother later told us that she has chronic pain in her hands
and feet.
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The feedback and recognition from within the
Play Therapy community was positive and great
increasing the integrity of our brand and profile.

One to one Play Therapy
During the week we also did observations to identify children who would benefit from a one-to-one Play Therapy program.
Several children were identified and put forward by the Campbell Page case worker. Thanks to funding from Philip Bushell
Foundation, we will be able to send a Play Therapist to the South Coast to work with these children. We recently conducted
assessments with the parents and will commence one-to-one Play Therapy with the first three children by mid-November and
then roll out the others over the next few months
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Follow up and what’s next
Before heading back to Sydney after the workshops a “wrap up” and review meeting was held with the Be Centre team and
the representatives from the Local Agencies to discuss the overall success of the workshops as well as identify any areas for
improvement.
Everyone felt that the event was a great success and that a second “Festival of Play” would be well received and much needed
within the community. Dates in January 2021 (18 – 22nd) have now been locked in. we have some grant left from St George
Foundation but will need to seek some additional funding to support this project.

Festival of Play Quote:

“we don’t want this to end”

This painted by a 16yr old girl who attended our adult art class at Mogo along with her mother and younger sister. They had
lost everything in the fires, their house, animals, and personal belongings. The session helped them enormously – it was visible
through the session how much they let go – they left the session feeling much lighter.
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